Cleveland Browns join civic efforts to improve the lakefront
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The Cleveland Browns announced that they are joining a united effort with the City of Cleveland
, their stadium neighbors and the Greater Cleveland Partnership (GCP) to develop a lakefront
that offers a year-round vibrancy and is better connected to downtown.
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Browns’ President Mike Holmgren joined with Mayor Frank G. Jackson to present a concept for
“The Lakefront District” that would transform the area around the stadium into a diverse
waterfront neighborhood with new retail, recreational and entertainment venues complementing
existing attractions such as the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame and the Great Lakes Science Center.

Holmgren said that The Lakefront District can exist in harmony with the adjacent Port of
Cleveland
The district also calls for improved public accessibility to the waterfront.

.

“Public investments have made Northcoast Harbor a valuable community asset,” Jackson said.
“What’s needed now – and was anticipated in the earlier planning – is catalytic private
investment to create an even more dynamic waterfront. We are encouraged that the Browns
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are stepping up to take a direct and active role in bringing private investment to the waterfront.”

On the heels of the Mayor’s Group Plan effort, which last year convened the public and private
sectors together to determine how to connect and maximize the impact of the $1.5 billion in
development underway in downtown Cleveland, Holmgren said the Browns wanted to step up to
help the city realize the enormous potential of the Lakefront.

“Like the rest of the community, we see the lakefront as such an enormous but underutilized
asset,” Holmgren said. “By working together in collaboration with our stadium neighbors, we
want to help jumpstart the public and commercial aspirations for this real estate by driving the
private investment that is vital to take our lakefront to the next level.”

While the Browns have many concepts in mind for The Lakefront District, the specifics of the
potential development have yet to be determined. With the help of the GCP and city, there will
be discussions to assure all private and public sector efforts are coordinated and compatible.

The GCP will help the Browns lead an outreach initiative to the business community to
encourage private investment in the lakefront.

Jackson said he would welcome seeing the Browns and the Cleveland Clinic working together
to help drive the project.

“It would be great to see the Clinic with a presence downtown,” Jackson said. “There are
billions of dollars being spent on new projects in
Cleveland
, and this proposal could fit in very well with our other downtown initiatives. We welcome the
Browns’ assistance in achieving the right mix of private development on this city property.”

The Browns have hired Wisconsin-based Hammes Company, a national expert in both sports
facility- and health care-related development. Hammes was construction manager for the $295
million renovation of Lambeau Field in Green Bay and is developing the $1.3 billion stadium
for the New York Jets and New York Giants.
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Cleveland Browns owner Randy Lerner said he has long been interested in the intersection
between sports, health and community.

“This is a unique opportunity for Cleveland to come together,” Lerner said. “We think the time
has come to make the Lakefront a more dynamic and inviting area. We are very pleased to help
with this concept, and we hope our interest attracts other private sector development geared
toward making the lakefront what it could and should be for the
Cleveland
community.”

“The concepts we have presented are just that, concepts,” Holmgren said. “They will evolve
into specific plans as actual development opportunities arise. We believe there is enough room
for us to exist and function in harmony and, in fact, we think the port and the Lakefront District
can complement each other. We are working collaboratively with the Port to ensure the dual
strategic goals of growing a maritime port while simultaneously maximizing our lakefront’s
development and public use options.”

For more information, go to www.TheLakefrontDistrict.com.
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